City or Town: South Hadley
State: Mass. No.: 2137

Church: Mount Holyoke College
Art Building

Donor and Address: Design sent to Miss Florence W. Foss.

Architect: Glass
Denomination and Minister: Quality of $500.00

Footage: 25 1/2 feet
Sizes, full

Ventilators: None
Set by:

Position in Church: Second floor hallway

Height from floor: 5 feet
Protection Glass

Points of compass: Groove
Wood

Quality of light: Good light all day; West

Inscription:

Design wanted: Sent

Staging:

Shipping address: Blue-prints
Received:

Bill to: Templets
Taken by Balchonis 6/29/39

Photos of Cartoons Mailed:

General Information: They have $500 from a fund for this window.

Medallions of Saint George and Saint Francis. You will probably notice first the little figure of Princess Una saved from the Dragon, according to Spenser; Sister Clare, the lily, the rose, the trumpeting boy and the singing girl, the two fragments of rainbows suggesting the beauty of great lives, Sister Moon for romance, and Brother Sun for the levelness of the workaday world. These small windows will have the most exquisite glass, both in color and texture.

For addresses of those to be notified as window progresses, see other side.